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Product Change Notification

Change Notification #: 111530 - 00
Change Title: All Intel® Desktop, Mobile and Server Processors, PCN 111530-00, Transport Media, Label
Date of Publication: June 04, 2012

Key Characteristics of the Change:
Transport Media, Label

Forecasted Key Milestones:
| Date Customer Must be Ready to Receive Post-Conversion Material: | Jun 18, 2012 |

Description of Change to the Customer:
Intel is increasing their supply line fulfillment capability by optimizing the material flow through their warehouses in order to expedite customer orders. The plan involves shipping full boxes instead of multiple small partial boxes. In order to do this, some small lots will be merged into a single full box. These multiple lot boxes will have the lot number designation ending in "W" to denote multiple lots in the box. As a clarification, the "W" designation means that there are units in the box with Human Readable markings that may not match the FPO on the box. However, this is not mixed product, as it is from the same SSPEC & Material Master number (MM#).

Customer Impact of Change and Recommended Action:
This change will optimize supply availability to customers particularly when product is constrained. Below is an example of what you can expect to see on the label.
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